
 Pila Bike Planet ASD 
 

 

Specific measures for covid 19 

 

The anticovid-19 accreditation is mandatory for all athletes, staff teams, organizers, media 

and judges. 

 

The Organizer Pila Bike Planet ASD of the IXS EUROPEAN DOWNHILL CUP 2021 event 

has identified the measures and behavioral rules that will regulate the aforementioned DH 

event which will take place from 23 to 25 July 2021.  

The event will start at 8.30 on  July 23rd, 2021 and will end at 4.00 pm on  July 25th, 2021. 

Type of the event: DH / C1 INT. European Downhill Cup. 

The competition site will be divided into 2 zones: Yellow Zone - Green Zone (as per 

attached map). 

 

White Zone not provided. 

 

The presence of the public is not foreseen. 

 

To ensure the social distancing of at least 1 meter between people, entry to the 

competition site is allowed to a limited number of people calculated on the basis of the 

available area (about 4 square meters per person). 

 

On the occasion of the event, the Covid-19 Committee is: 

 

Coordinaor Jean Paul Vittone 

Members:  

Carole Thorburn, Luca Garbarino, Aresca Roberto, Pellizzer Francesca 

 

YELLOW AREA 

Piazzale Pila, area in front of the Bouton d'Or Residence 

Race office:  Piazzale Pila,  near the arrival of Aosta Pila cablecar. 

 

All people inside the area must wear a mask and maintain a distance of at least 1 meter 

between one person and another. 

To access the yellow zone, it is necessary to undergo a temperature measurement and 

check for the presence of the bracelet 

 

Within the yellow area there will be signs relating to the behaviors to be followed. 

 



To access the yellow area, you have to go to the the race office (see attached logistic and 

services map), for anti-covid declarations, with: 

 - the list of athletes and technicians 

 - the self-declaration of all those who access the area. 

After the control of their correct compilation bracelets to access the are will be delivered,  

differentiated according to the role played in the context of the event. 

The delivery to the race office of the Team list and the self-declarations are an essential 
condition for obtaining the bracelet and access to the area. 
 

Failure to deliver and complete the aforementioned documentation correctly is a reason for 

non-acceptance to the event. 

 

PRELIMINARY OPERATIONS AT THE RACE OFFICE - (tender office - indoor area with 

differentiated entry and exit - possibility of constant air exchange 60 square meters). 

 

Secretarial staff No. of employees 6 - No. of workstations 3 

Race Judges N ° employees 6 n. 1 position (secretary judge) 

 

NOTES: All employees will be equipped with a mask. The organization will make sanitizing 

gels and sanitizing products available to employees. 

 

Once the anticovid accreditations have been carried out, only one technician per team will 

be able to access the race office 

The Team manager will check the cards and collect number plates 

 

TECHNICAL MEETINGS 

 

on Friday at 6.15 pm, outdoors, in the finish area standing with an interpersonal distance 

of 2 meters with a mask on. The organization will make sanitizing gels and sanitizing 

products available to employees. 

 

 

TEAM AREA IN THE YELLOW AREA (6000 m2 available) 

 

N ° 50 Team vehicles / Sports Directors / STAFF N ° 150 / Athletes N ° 300 

 

Each Team will have its own previously booked space which it will independently manage 
with regard to social distancing, sanitation of materials and the application of risk mitigation 
measures 
 

The Covid-19 Committee with its staff will have the task of monitoring the application of 
risk mitigation measures as well as the control of the accesses and exits to the yellow 
zone. 
At the entrance to the Team Area Zone, the signs relating to the behaviors to be kept will 

be provided. Everyone must wear a mask in case of gatherings or inability to maintain the 

interpersonal distance of one meter. 



The Anti-Covid Committee with its staff will have the task of monitoring application of risk 
mitigation measures as well as the control of the accesses and exits to the yellow zone. 
 

GREEN AREA 

(represents the space entirely dedicated to metabolic activity)  

 

The Green Zoneit includes the Corrado Herin race track, starting from Chamolé and 

arriving in the Aosta Pila cable car area. Only athletes, competition judges, timekeepers, 

start staff of the organization and volunteers in charge of surveillance are allowed to enter. 

Except for the athletes, all must remain in the area only for the time necessary to carry out 

their duties. It is mandatory to wear a mask except for athletes who in any case must wear 

a full helmet and visor. The entrance takes place a few minutes before in the pre-departure 

area and then starting of the race which for the DH specialty takes place individually. 

All authorized figures are required to wear the bracelet assigned to them. 

The Anti Covid Committee with its staff will have the task of monitoring the application of 
risk mitigation measures as well as the control of the accesses and exits to the green  
zone. 
 

AWARDS 

The awards will be made at the end of each race. Athletes with masks and personalities 

will be able to go on stage as a representation. The prizes will already be positioned on the 

stage and autonomously handled by the athletes. 

Social distancing of one meter between people will be guaranteed, everyone will have to 

wear a mask, the organization will provide sanitizing gels 

 

As required by the FCI guidelines and by the risk mitigation measures, SHOWERS ARE 
NOT PROVIDED 
 

Thank you all for your cooperation! 

The organizational staff 

 

 


